TUP
TUP Solutions performs on all eCommerce platforms, including
WooCommerce, Magento, etc. It presents two solutions to help store owners:
Revenue Optimization and Persona Identification.

Seventh Sense
Seventh Sense is an AI software that ramps up the implementation of email
marketing campaigns. It raises attention for the eCommerce store.
This AI, email marketing tool, can profit in more than one manner. Therefore,
email inboxes are so loud that one needs to break through the chaos using AI
to deliver emails and deliver analytics.

Granify
Granify proposes effortless and fast machine-learning revenue optimization
for eCommerce store owners. It operates in a reasonably straightforward
manner. Granify collects about 500 behavioral data facts per second as the
customers interact with the eCommerce store.

NAMOGOO
Namogoo enables eCommerce store owners to boost their revenues by
identifying lost revenue prospects through AI. Thus, it not only accomplishes
this on the eCommerce store’s website but also on the app.

PriSync
PriSync allows eCommerce store owners to find their rivals’ pricing, strategies,
and profit margins. It helps them grow their sales and revenue. PriSync
operates in an admiringly efficient manner.

Morphl.io
Morphl.io is an open, available, and easy-to-use AI platform. Machine
learning indicates customer behavior by analyzing customer behavior habits
and insights. Morphl also delivers a suite of machine learning models to
promote the eCommerce store

NeoWize
NeoWize pursues an active, data-driven strategy. Also, it continuously seeks
to design advanced dynamic algorithms that take machine learning to the
next level. It is also one of the industry leaders in eCommerce.

ViSenze
ViSenze expands product discoverability of the eCommerce store. It enhances
how the customers search for a product utilizing visual AI and catalog data.
Also, it vows to make visual search 9x speedy than text search. It presents
good SEO and refined product search features and offers contextual
products.

Liveperson
Liveperson is a creative AI tool that bridges the conversation gap between
suppliers and potential customers. It is an innovative initiative that enhances
brand-to-customer conversations via an AI-powered conversational cloud.

Phrasee
Phrasee is an AI tool developed to promote eCommerce marketing efforts.
Automating brand standards and sound is unique to the brand. It enables one
to optimize the brand language and form a personal and connected customer
journey that drives sales for the store.

Betaout
Betaout proposes several AI features that can help with behind-the-scenes
duties. For instance, workflow automation and building KPI dashboards. Its
capacity to help with abandoned shopping cart healing probably has the
most direct impact on online stores.

